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JFD Manifesto for an Inclusive Digital World
2120: parity does not wait!
On the occasion of International Women's Rights Day, Digital Women’s Day gathered on
March 4, under the high patronage of Cédric O, Secretary of State for Digital Affairs, at the
Ministry of Economy and Finance, the signatories and the Committee of Wise of the JFD
Manifesto for an Inclusive Digital World. 16 major players in the French and international
economy have been distinguished and awarded with the JFD Certification for their actions in
favour of gender diversity in companies.

By launching the JFD Manifesto for an Inclusive Digital World in April 2019, DWD aims to
mobilise public authorities, major groups and organisations to move from saying to doing in
order to actively participate in building an equitable future for our economy and society.
Adobe France, Air France, Digital Africa, 2020 Africa-France Summit, Facebook France, Groupe
FDJ, Grande École du Numérique, Google France, L’Oréal, Groupe La Poste, Lenovo, Microsoft
France, Natixis, Oracle France, Orange France and Total committed in 2019 to become
proactive players in gender parity with the JFD Manifesto, through pragmatic and
measurable initiatives for 2020.

The signatories presented their initiatives
and results to the members of the
Committee of Wise who analysed their
relevance, as well as their influence on the
representation of women in the digital world
and in companies.
For their commitments and actions in favour
of an inclusive digital world, they have been
awarded with the JFD Certification.

“Gender equality: in the digital world, as elsewhere, there is no inevitability, but the need for
joint, resolute and long-term action. Thank you to DWD and to the companies that are
committed today to doing everything possible to promote the place of women.”, Cédric O,
Secretary of State for Digital Affairs.
One more century before reaching parity between women and men?
2120! This is the date on which the latest World Economic Forum’s Global Gender Gap report
places parity between women and men in the world.
With the support of Dentsu Aegis Network, DWD has identified the most significant
initiatives with a direct impact on three pillars to accelerate parity: Education & Training,
Financing & Acceleration and Leadership & Role Models.
“If nothing is changed, parity will be achieved in a century, in 2120. Barring exceptional
longevity, neither you, nor I, nor our children will witness a fair world. Digital technology is a
historic accelerator of parity. We have brought together French and international economic
players with DWD to take concrete actions for a better representation of women, because
parity does not wait!”, Delphine Remy-Boutang, CEO the Bureau & JFD, Presidente of GEN
France.
Parity doesn’t wait!
On the occasion of International Women's Rights Day,
DWD launches its major campaign 2120: Parity does
not wait!
The objective is to raise public awareness of the
persistent inequalities between women and men and
to unite around a common goal: Achieve parity well
before the 100 years announced.
Since March 4th, “2120” is displayed all over Paris: on
all the city’s illuminated signs, but also in high-traffic

areas such as Bercy, Gare de Lyon, Gare Saint-Lazare, etc.
The subject will also be widely discussed at the 8th edition of DWD Europe, to be held on 21
April in Paris (Maison de la Radio): How to accelerate parity?
The list of the most significant actions to achieve equality between women and men will be
presented to the general public. An exclusive report will also be unveiled in order to better
understand the obstacles to gender diversity, but above all rich in lessons from existing
accelerators in partnership with the Dentsu Aegis Network.

Among the initiatives presented in closed session for the Committee of Wise and en huis
clos devant le Comité des sages et Mr. Minister Cédric O, on march 4, 2020, at the Ministry
of Economy and Finances:
1. Education & Training
Adobe for All
Four types of initiatives:
Recruitment: raising managers' awareness of the benefits of diversity.
Training: programs such as the women's executive shadow, a program to optimize
career management.
Remuneration: equality has been achieved in nearly 40 countries.
Work-life balance: Disconnection charter, teleworking, flexoffice, paternity-maternity or adoption leave.
30% of women in GEN-labelled training courses
Grande École du Numérique awards the label for digital training for all
audiences. On the 3rd edition of the guidelines in favour of gender diversity,
since in order to be labelled, the training had to include a minimum of 30%
women. Whereas in 2016, only 20% of the workforce was female, the number
of women has now increased by 60% to reach the target set for 2019. Thanks to this initiative,
companies have a larger pool of female profiles for digital jobs.

Microsoft and Simplon AI School
Since 2018, Microsoft has created a 19-month training course in Artificial
Intelligence operated by Simplon. Candidates are far from the usual job or
training and come from a wide variety of backgrounds.
The promotion welcomed at Microsoft in March 2019 was composed of 80% women. In total, there
will be more than 20 promotions throughout France, and 50% women by 2021. 93% of positive exits
from training (permanent contracts, fixed-term contracts, business creation or further training).
2. Financing & Acceleration
50% of women in the French IoT startups
Since 2015, La Poste Group has been supporting around 50 startups offering
innovative connected services each year in its French IoT programme. From 2019,
Nathalie Collin, La Poste Group's Deputy General Manager in charge of Digital and
Communication, has set in motion a movement towards parity: mixed video
testimonials, highlighting of role models, search for startups founded by women,

50% of women on the board of the startups in question, partnerships with women's associations, etc.
The 200 employees involved, 90 partners from digital ecosystems in the regions... These are just a
few examples of the approach that has borne fruit, since the group has gone from 9% to 45% of
startups founded by women in the programme. In fact, five of these women accelerated last year
(more than double compared to previous years).

Challenge of 1000
Digital Africa and the 2020 Africa-France Summit are part of the commitments
made by the President of the French Republic Emmanuel Macron for entrepreneurs
in Africa and have committed to select 500 women entrepreneurs out of the 1000
African entrepreneurs invited to the 2020 Africa-France Summit from 4 to 6 June
2020 in Bordeaux. They will thus be able to benefit from strong exposure and new
growth opportunities.

#FemmesEntrepreneuses
To salute the audacity of women in the economy, every year Orange supports 100 women
throughout France who have set up a startup. For the 3rd edition in 2020, the "startup
women" will have free access to mentoring days on marketing, customer, finance,
technical or IT subjects. These exchanges can also enable them to work on their fundraising.
3. Leadership & Role Models
Digital bootcamp
For the sixth consecutive season, a dozen employees representing Total's
diversity are being trained in digital technology to become ambassadors in
charge of accelerating the transformation of two of the Group's businesses.
After three months in Paris, these future "connectors"/"catalysts" are participating in a learning
expedition to California. This project contributes to the training and promotion of women in digital
technology. Strong internal communication has highlighted the gender mix and diversity inherent in
the project, enabling women to become role models for others.
Manager of diversity
Lenovo has set up the election of a diversity manager: each year, a jury under the
authority of Lenovo France President with representatives from Human
Resources, Diversity and Management meets to appoint, from among volunteer
managers, the diversity manager of the year, with a strong focus on gender diversity. The criteria
combine results in terms of business, the mix observed in the team, the commitment to diversity are
examined during a presentation before an internal jury.
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About Digital Women’s Day
Created by the Bureau since 2013, the DWD has been honoring and connecting women who are working to
revolutionize the world through digital technology. This annual rendezvous held in Europe and Africa aims to
inspire and encourage women to reveal themselves and to innovate. Digital Women’s Day is also a club founded
in 2016. Active in Paris and since 2019 also in Libreville, Gabon, the club consists of a network of 400 influential
women who meet throughout the year to share and develop their connections during exclusive conferences and
events. In 2018, the Margaret Foundation was launched to support women's projects, including offering
scholarships and training for young women wanting to pursue careers in the innovation sector and raise
awareness of entrepreneurship from high school onward. In 2019 DWD published the "JFD Manifesto for an
Inclusive Digital World" signed by some fifteen major groups that have set annual targets favoring gender
diversity and feminization of digital professions. lajourneedelafemmedigitale.com
Instagram, Facebook, Youtube : @DigitalWomensDay
Twitter : @JFDOfficiel
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